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 "Pierre et Jean": Some Symbols
 by Robert J. Niess

 IN THE CONTINUING APPRAISAL and reappraisal of French
 realism being carried on by scholars and critics, one fact is becoming clearer
 and clearer: that the old charge of obviousness so often brought against
 the realists and their novels is in reality baseless and that realism as a whole
 offers just as fertile a field for the perspicacious reader as romanticism or as
 symbolism itself. We find with each new article on Flaubert, for instance,
 that his lexicon always carries a double burden of direct statement and of
 implied meaning, philosophical, social, ironic, emotional. Not a page of his
 is without its little significant fact, its signpost, its 'epiphany" not a line he
 wrote can now be taken to mean certainly one thing and only one thing.
 Always there is the suspicion, and it is normally well founded, that if we
 look closely enough we will see that the detail, the metaphor, the simile, the
 description, the dialogue is to be taken in two senses and if we are content
 to read Flaubert for direct meanings only, then we are content to read
 only something less than half of what he consciously put into his pages.

 Guy de Maupassant was, of course, his aptest pupil and it is certainly
 becoming more and more evident, as the critics sift his style and the scholars
 turn his manuscripts inside out, that a very great part of what seems ob-
 vious at first glance is really not so obvious at all, or at least, if obvious in
 its primary meaning, it also carries meanings and hints that are not so
 clear and not so apparent. While Maupassant clearly never was the subtle
 technician his godfather was, it is still possible to read a good many of his
 works with an eye to symbolic motif and to draw some rather interesting
 conclusions about this author who is dismissed by altogether too many
 moderns with the contemptuous sniff that he is anything but 'intelligent.'
 Intelligent he was not, if we take men like Gide to represent the party of
 intelligence, but he was not so obtuse as some of the younger critics make
 him out to be either and a host of short stories, plus a handful of novels,
 are there to prove it. They prove, it would seem, that it is very nearly as
 risky to take him at face value as Flaubert and that he was as capable as
 the greater man of letting his true meaning be carried by the 'sous-en-
 tendus,' by the hints, the signposts, by the symbols, in a word.

 Pierre et Jean, it seems to me, is one of the best proofs of Maupassant's
 skill at this artistic kind of dissimulation. Some of its symbols seem to have
 such importance in its economy that it may not be an exaggeration to
 claim that they hold the key to its true meaning and to Maupassant's
 intentions and aims.
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 512 FRENCH REVIEW

 One of Maupassant's best critics, Professor Edward D. Sullivan, appears
 to be in agreement with me here, although he does not go so far as I in this
 kind of interpretation. In his excellent Maupassant the Novelist, Professor
 Sullivan goes to some lengths in discussing the frequently recurring fog
 symbol in Pierre et Jean and from his analysis of its appearances and
 general role in the story comes to a conclusion as to the fundamental mean-
 ing of the work that is highly original, though not, perhaps, entirely com-
 prehensive. His belief is that the fog symbol, recurring as frequently as it
 does, was certainly no accident and that through it Maupassant intended
 us to conclude that Pierre, who is of course the central figure, never arrives
 at complete certainty about his mother's guilt or innocence and remains to
 the end in doubt and apprehension. In his discussion of Chapter IV of the
 novel, the chapter in which Pierre first begins to think seriously of the
 possibility of a sin on his mother's part, Sullivan says this:

 Woven into Pierre's examination of conscience is a description of the back-
 ground: the harbor, the lights of ships and lighthouses, the sights and sounds
 of the port. These brief descriptive notes do more than merely set the stage,
 however; certain elements possess a symbolic value which accompanies and
 reinforces the evolution of Pierre. The fog, especially, whirls and eddies through
 the novel as a discreetly handled 'objective correlative.' The fog in Pierre's
 mind as he tries to see his way clear through the chain of circumstances is
 matched by the haze and fog of the harbor setting. As he meditates here on the
 quai, only slightly troubled about himself and without suspecting anything un-
 toward in the legacy, the night is clear and the lights are visible, but there is
 nevertheless a 'brume nocturne' which filters the light of the stars. Once en-
 gulfed in the fog, Pierre will never be able to emerge completely or dispel it
 entirely.'

 A little later, Sullivan adds this: "The shift of point of view in the scene
 between Jean and his mother is necessary to impart to the reader that
 knowledge which Pierre seeks, but which he can never find. He can never
 completely dispell the fog." (p. 115) And lastly, as he terminates his analysis
 of the work, he remarks: "It is no accident that the fog symbol reappears
 at the very end [ ..] Pierre is pursued by 'un peu de brume,' never able to
 rid himself of it completely, for he never knows the truth absolutely as does
 Jean or the reader." (p. 116)

 This explanation is original, ingenious and attractive, but perhaps not
 completely acceptable nonetheless, for there can be little real doubt that
 Pierre understands the situation as clearly as anyone-indeed, one might

 ' Edward D. Sullivan: Maupassant the Novelist (Princeton: Princeton University
 Press, 1954), p. 109.
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 PIERRE ET JEAN 513

 argue that it is the gradual growth of understanding on his part that is the
 very core and meaning of Pierre et Jean, not the growth of jealousy, as the
 most frequent interpretation has it. It would seem that Pierre's knowledge
 of what his mother has done is in fact clearer and more comprehensive
 than her own knowledge of her sin or Jean's realization of it after she has
 told him of her youthful love for Mar6chal, for Pierre arrives at his cer-
 tainty by a long process of analysis, reasoning and weighing of the evidence;
 he comes to a moral certainty that is more certain than her own personal
 knowledge of what she has done, more certain because based on intellectual
 and emotional processes, while hers is corrupted by sentiment and by the
 need to justify herself. And surely Pierre's certainty is more certain than
 Jean's, for Jean seems hardly concerned in the matter at all and his knowl-
 edge is corrupted, like his mother's, by self-interest and sentiment. If there
 is anyone in the novel who really knows, who is not in the fog, it is surely
 Pierre, and it is the process of discovery, of the elimination of the fog of
 doubt and ignorance, that forms the true subject of the novel.
 It is possible to argue this way because other symbols in Pierre et Jean
 clearly counterbalance and contradict the fog symbols; they form a subtle
 and skillful opposition which is in effect a rendering of the process of the
 growth of knowledge in a human mind. This duel of opposite symbols
 quite changes the meaning of the story from a tale of jealousy or an account
 of doubt to the history of the acquisition of a horrible certainty, and it is
 this conflict of opposite tendencies, symbolized by opposite motifs, which
 gives the book its tragic sense. These motifs, largely but not completely
 found in the first half of the book, consist in the main of two kinds, fog,
 smoke and sleep symbols on the one hand, symbolizing doubt and confusion,
 and light symbols on the other, representing, seemingly, the penetration
 of knowledge into an unwilling mind.
 To understand the opposition of these symbols it is necessary to keep
 the structure of the novel fairly carefully in mind. This is the march of
 events:

 Chapter I, of course, presents all the main characters with their dominant
 traits, and further includes the all-important fact of the legacy left to Jean
 by an old friend of the Roland family, one Mar6chal. In the second chapter,
 Pierre, now clearly the central figure, begins to speculate on the reasons
 for the curious provisions of the legacy which so advantaged his brother
 and which left him completely aside and as he does, the first beginnings of
 jealousy appear in his mind. As yet, there is no suspicion of his mother,
 but when he visits an old friend of his, the Polish pharmacist Marowska,
 the seeds of doubt are planted by a remark make by the old man and the
 novel is on its way to the d6nouement. In Chapter III Pierre, still the
 central figure, begins to examine his own life in the light of his brother's
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 514 FRENCH REVIEW

 advantages and his jealousy of him grows with the realization that he has
 wasted his own years and has nothing to show for his education. But the
 significant fact of this chapter is again provided by a remark of a second
 person, this time a waitress in a caf6 he frequents. She points out, when he
 has told her of his brother's inheritance, that "ce n'est pas 6tonnant qu'il
 te ressemble si peu," thus putting in words an obscure sentiment that has
 been torturing Pierre for hours already and which is almost at the point of
 becoming a recognizable emotion. Pierre is so upset by her observation
 that he succeeds in ruining a dinner given by his family for Jean. Chapter
 IV, almost without external events of any consequence, is devoted to
 Pierre's analysis of the situation and to the gradual replacement of jealousy
 as his dominant emotion by a growing sense of certainty that his mother
 has sinned and that Jean is not Roland's son at all, but Mar6chal's. But he
 is not yet completely satisfied that his intimate conviction is justified in
 fact and the chapter ends on an ambivalent note. In Chapter V, Pierre
 persuades his mother to produce an old portrait of Mar6chal and makes a
 brief visit to Trouville, where on the beach all the evidence falls into place
 and he becomes convinced that his suspicions of his mother are justified.
 On his return, he begins the slow torture of his mother which will rend the
 family and eventually drive him from home for good. Chapter VI provides
 a diversion in the action and is concerned largely with a fishing expedition
 undertaken by the whole family, during which Jean finally screws up his
 courage to the point of asking Mme Ros6milly, an attractive young widow,
 to become his wife. In Chapter VII, the dramatic highlight of the novel,
 Pierre discloses his suspicions to Jean and later their mother tells Jean the
 truth about her liaison with Mar6chal. Chapter VIII is largely concerned
 with plans for obtaining a position for Pierre as ship's doctor on the Lor-
 raine, for it is evident to everyone but M. Roland-"le bonhomme comptait
 si peu"-that Pierre can no longer live with either Jean or his mother. In
 the concluding chapter, Pierre finally departs from Le Havre, a victim of
 his own certainty of his mother's sin.
 Now let us look at the symbols which seem to carry the sense of the work.
 First, the symbols of uncertainty, ignorance, oblivion and hesitation:
 smoke, fog, night and sleep. It is notable that the greater part of the impor-
 tant action of the novel, that is, the psychological action in Pierre's mind,
 the process of discovery and complete realization of his mother's fault,
 takes place at night. I do not think this is just accidental or the result of an
 old convention; it seems rather, that Maupassant may have wanted to
 stress by this circumstance the ignorance in which Pierre finds himself as
 to the events of the past, the ignorance which his bitter psychological
 investigation finally dispels. But these night scenes in themselves would
 not be sufficient to impart the sense of what Maupassant is driving at and
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 PIERRE ET JEAN 515

 they are reinforced by fairly frequent references to smoke and fog, which,
 like night, appear to represent the opposite of enlightenment. The refer-
 ences to smoke, while less frequent than those to fog, are more widely
 scattered in the novel, occurring from the first to the last chapter and
 appearing nearly every time the sea is mentioned. One of them in particular,
 the last one, seems significant and I shall return to it later.
 The fog symbols are almost entirely concentrated in Chapter IV, the
 chapter in which Pierre faces the problem posed by the inheritance directly
 for the first time and comes to something like certainty of his mother's
 guilt. The first of them occurs when Pierre is out sailing with Papagris, the
 sailor. After some hours of beautiful weather on the water, the old man
 points out to him:

 V'ld de la brume, M'sieu Pierre, faut rentrer.
 II leva les yeux et aperfut vers le nord une ombre grise, profonde et 16gEre,
 noyant le ciel et couvrant la mer, accourant vers eux, comme un nuage tomb6
 d'en haut.

 II vira de bord, et vent arriere, fit route vers la jetee, suivi par la brume
 rapide qui le gagnait. Lorsqu'elle atteignit la Perle, l'enveloppant dans son
 imperceptible epaisseur, un frisson de froid courut sur les membres de Pierre,

 et une odeur de fum6e et de moisissure, l'odeur bizarre des brouillards marins,
 lui fit fermer la bouche pour ne point golter cette nude humide et glacge. Quand
 la barque reprit dans le port sa place accoutumbe, la ville entiere 6tait ensevelie
 ddjd sous cette vapeur menue, qui, sans tomber, mouillait comme une pluie et
 glissait sur les maisons et les rues 4 la fafon d'un fleuve qui coule.2

 Some hours later, after Pierre has obtained from his parents certain appar-
 ently innocuous but really significant details about the relationship of
 Mar6chal to the family, he leaves the house and walks through the streets
 of Le Havre:

 Elles 6taient ensevelies sous le brouillard, qui rendait opaque, pesante et
 nauseabonde la nuit. On eat dit une fumbe pestilentielle abattue sur la terre.
 On la voyait passer sur les becs de gaz qu'elle paraissait &teindre par moments

 ... (p. 93)

 Still later, when Pierre has arrived at something like the terrible certainty
 which will ruin his life, he has this climactic experience:

 ... soudain, comme si elle l'et2t entendu, comme si elle l'ett compris et lui
 e~t rdpondu, la sirene de la jet6e hurla tout pros de lui. Sa clameur de monstre

 2 Guy de Maupassant: Pierre et Jean, iEuvres compl~tes (Paris: Conard, 1929), p.
 88.
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 516 FRENCH REVIEW

 surnaturel, plus retentissante que le tonnerre, rugissement sauvage et formi-
 dable fait pour dominer les voix du vent et des vagues, se rMpandit dans les
 tnrbres sur la mer invisible ensevelie sous les brouillards.

 Alors, 4 travers la brume, proches ou lointains, des cris pareils s'glevErent
 de nouveau dans la nuit. Ils &taient effrayants, ces appels pousses par les
 grands paquebots aveugles. (pp. 103-104)

 There does not seem to be much doubt that Maupassant was here
 deliberately trying to convey the idea of uncertainty, groping, hesitation,
 ignorance, the mental state against which the truth must struggle for
 possession of Pierre's mind.

 But these 'passive' symbols are reinforced by a more 'active' symbol,
 sleep, if the paradox may pass. Of the book's nine chapters, no less than
 five end with references to Pierre's sleep or to his efforts to sleep. Chapter
 II, for example, in which the first glimmerings of suspicion enter his mind,
 ends thus: "Pendant quelque temps, il entendit Jean qui marchait douce-
 ment dans la chambre voisine, puis il s'endormit aprbs avoir bu deux
 verres d'eau." (p. 52) Chapter III, where the waitress really arouses his
 doubts about his mother, has these as its final lines: "De la fin de cette
 soir6e il n'eut gubre souvenir. On avait pris le caf6, absorb6 des liqueurs, et
 beaucoup ri en plaisantant. Puis il se coucha, vers minuit, I'esprit confus
 et la thte lourde. Et il dormit comme une brute jusqu'A neuf heures le
 lendemain." (p. 91) Chapter IV, where he comes almost to certainty,
 closes in this way: "Il avait accumul6 les preuves ainsi qu'on dresse un
 r6quisitoire... Alors il rentra pour se coucher, et, A force de volont6, ii1
 finit par s'assoupir." (p. 109) No reference to sleep terminates Chapter V,
 where Pierre finally and clearly arrives at certainty, but this is under-
 standable: it seems that here Maupassant is indicating by this break in the
 established rhythm that the truth, which is revealed to Pierre so disas-
 trously by the 'moment privil6gi6' of Trouville, is simply too strong to be
 fought against, that it cannot be shut out by any means.

 But again, Chapter VI, the fishing expedition, ends by a reference to
 sleep that may be significant: "La mer montant les chassa vers les p6cheurs
 qu'ils rejoignirent, puis tout le monde regagna la c6te. On r6veilla Pierre
 qui feignit de dormir; et le diner fut tres long, arros6 de beaucoup de vins."
 (p. 164) It is notable that Pierre is not asleep but only pretending to be
 and here, it would appear, Maupassant is attempting to indicate that
 Pierre's efforts to blot out the truth have been resumed after the Trouville

 incident has lost some of its impact, but that these efforts are fruitless, so
 great is the evidence now. Lastly, Chapter VII, which contains the dra-
 matic climax of the novel, the revelation by Madame Roland to Jean that
 he is Mar~chal's son, and the chapter which ends the psychological action
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 PIERRE ET JEAN 517

 of the book, closes with these brief words: "Seul dans la maison, Pierre ne
 dormit pas et l'avait entendu revenir." (p. 192) Again, Pierre cannot
 sleep-here he does not even try, and by this last reference Maupassant
 surely means us to understand that from now on oblivion, concealment,
 flight are finally impossible for Pierre, that he is now condemned to know
 the truth for the rest of his ruined life.

 These darkness symbols of concealment and flight are balanced by a
 series of opposite symbols, all of them dealing with light, a motif which
 seems to represent the progressive invasion of Pierre's mind by the truth
 which he seeks at all costs to blot out from his consciousness. All of them

 occur in the chapters which have most importance for the psychological
 progress of the novel and they cease, significantly, when the truth has
 finally penetrated Pierre's mind. In Chapter II, containing the beginning
 of Pierre's suspicions he goes out to wander in the city in order to try to
 discover the cause of the vague malaise which has seized him at the news
 of the legacy. Almost immediately "il se sentit attir6 par les lumieres du
 caf6 Tortoni, et il s'en vint lentement vers la facade illumin6e". (p. 39) A
 little later in the same chapter the most impressive of these light symbols
 appears:

 Ayant fait encore quelques pas, il s'arrbta pour contempler la rade. Sur sa
 droite, au-dessus de Sainte-Adresse, les deux phares dlectriques du cap de la
 Have, semblables d deux cyclopes monstrueux et jumeaux, jetaient sur la mer
 leurs longs et puissants regards. Partis des deux foyers voisins, les deux rayons

 parallkles, pareils aua queux [sic] gdantes de deux cometes, descendaient,
 suivant une pente droite et dbmesurde, du sommet de la c6te au fond de l'horizon.
 Puis sur les deux jetees, deux autres feux, enfants de ces colosses, indiquaient

 l'entrde du Havre; et ld-bas, de l'autre c6td de la Seine, on en voyait encore
 d'autres, beaucoup d'autres, fixes et clignotants, dt clats et 4 dclipses, s'ouvrant
 et se fermant comme des yeux, les yeux des ports, jaunes, rouges, verts, guettant
 la mer obscure couverte de navires, les yeux vivants de la terre hospitaliare
 disant, rien que par le mouvement mecanique et rdgulier de leurs paupiares:
 'C'est moi. Je suis Trouville, je suis Honfleur, je suis la riviere de Pont-
 Audemer.' Et dominant tous les autres, si haut que, de si loin, on le prenait
 pour une planrte, le phare adrien d'Etouville montrait la route de Rouen, a
 travers les bancs de sable de l'embouchure du grand fleuve.

 Puis sur l'eau profonde, sur l'eau sans limites, plus sombre que le ciel, on

 croyait voir, C et 14, des dtoiles. Elles tremblotaient dans la brume nocturne,
 petites, proches ou lointaines, blanches, vertes ou rouges aussi. Presque
 toutes dtaient immobiles, quelques-unes, semblaient courir; c'4taient les feux
 des bdtiments & l'ancre attendant la marde prochaine, ou des bdtiments en
 marche venant chercher un mouillage.
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 518 FRENCH REVIEW

 Juste 4 ce moment la lune se leva derri&re la ville; et elle avait l'air du [sic]
 phare 6norme et divin, allum6 dans le firmament pour guider la flotte infinie
 des vraies 6toiles. (pp. 42-43)

 Still later in this same chapter, when Pierre visits the old pharmacist, the
 light symbol reappears, this time in the form of "un seul bec de gaz."
 There are no similar passages in Chapter III, but in IV, where Pierre
 approaches but does not quite attain certainty, he again wanders to the
 port of Le Havre in quest of an answer to his unspoken problem. There
 the symbol recurs:

 Lorsqu'il se fut assis 4 l'extrdmit6 du m6le, il ferma les yeux pour ne point
 voir les foyers Rlectriques, voilds de brouillard, qui rendent le port accessible la
 nuit, ni le feu rouge du phare sur la jet6e sud, qu'on distinguait 4 peine cepen-

 dant. Puis se tournant 4 moitid, il posa ses coudes sur le granit et cacha sa
 figure entre ses mains. (p. 98)

 Later, in the same setting, it occurs again: "Pierre se retourna et apergut
 son ceil rouge [i.e., the signal light], terni de brume. Puis, sous la clart6
 diffuse des feux 6lectriques du port, une grande ombre noire se dessina
 entre les deux jet6es." (p. 107) But perhaps the best example of this symbol
 occurs in Chapter V, where Pierre attains complete moral certitude; here
 the symbol is quite evidently employed expressly for the purposes of
 enlightenment and there can be no real doubt that Maupassant intended
 us to conceive the dazzling light of the beach at Trouville as a parallel to
 the moment of intuition which Pierre experiences as he witnesses the scene
 and which finally and completely convinces him of his mother's guilt:

 De loin, elle [i.e., the beach] avait l'air d'un long jardin plein de fleurs
 6clatantes. Sur la grande dune de sable jaune, depuis la jete jusqu'aux
 Roches-Noires, les ombrelles de toutes les couleurs, les chapeaux de toutes les
 formes, les toilettes de toutes les nuances, par groupes devant les cabines, par

 lignes le long du flot ou dispersds kV et 14, ressemblaient vraiment ti des bouquets
 6normes dans une prairie dgmesurde. (pp. 122-123)

 True enough, light is not specifically mentioned here, but there was no
 necessity for mentioning it, for Maupassant knew that every reader would
 immediately identify a beach scene with sunlight, and moreover the colorful
 presentation of the ensemble could only evoke the presence of dazzling
 light.

 Once more, it seems significant that the light symbols cease when Pierre
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 PIBRRE ET JEAN 519

 has reached certainty; they have served their purpose, there would be no
 point in continuing them.
 There remains only one detail, the fact that the very last lines of the

 novel contain one last reference to smoke. The family has just seen Pierre
 off on the Lorraine: "Comme ils allaient quitter le quai et prendre le
 boulevard Francois-Premier, la femme se retourna encore une fois pour
 jeter un dernier regard sur la haute mer; mais elle ne vit plus rien qu'une
 petite fum6e grise, si lointaine, si 16gbre qu'elle avait l'air d'un peu de
 brume." (p. 242) Do these lines prove Sullivan's point, that Pierre goes
 away still uncertain as to the true facts of the case? Perhaps, but not
 necessarily. They may mean something quite different: that Pierre has
 indeed come to certainty, that he knows the truth, but that his mind and
 soul, as human minds and souls will do, are attempting to blot out what he
 ineluctably knows, that they are trying to return to the blessed oblivion
 which for Maupassant, that tortured soul, meant the only happiness man
 can know here below.

 THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
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